Some examples of reasons for attending Committee on Petroleum Measurement Standards Meetings

Attending the first conference this year gives the company added value such as:

- Introduction to 243 sections within the 23 measurement chapters of API that are being updated. Use the information provided at these meetings as a proactive approach to adjusting standard operation procedures (SOPs).
- Added value of being present at API COPM meetings is extensive as many dedicated and technical measurement professionals attend these session meetings.
- Become knowledgeable of petroleum measurement procedures, policies, and best practices at a level that is consistent with our peers.
- Become aware of current and future API COPM procedures, policies, and best practices by attending committee sessions that have content that is relevant and benefits our company such as [insert sessions names here]. This allows us to have current information and always be up-to-date on current measurement on goings.
- Improves efficiencies of company operations through the standardization of measurement processes and procedures.
- A way [insert your company name] to impact what changes are being made to API COPM standards used by regulatory agencies.
- Networking opportunity to meet and establish important professional contacts such as: [insert list contacts made/use networking form].
- Have access to industry and vendor subject matter experts at the conference booths to discuss upcoming and coming technologies.
- Opportunity to reach out to regulators who attend these meetings and receive guidance for business within the regulatory framework of our industry.
- Outreach and networking opportunities to meet important peer industry contacts from other countries.
- Added knowledge gain by new member participation in subcommittee that allows for personal and professional development through experience in technical writing of a measurement standard. This gives the company direct benefit as we have the ability to have influence on the standards and also fully understand how to properly understand, communicate, and implement the standards.